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Book r ev iew :

N ONLINEAR AND ROBUST CONTROL OF PDE SYSTEMS

by

Panagiotis D. Christofides

The book deals with control of nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE)
syst ems describing the transport-reaction industrial pro cesses. These processes
ar e characterized by the coupling of chemica l reaction with significant convec
tion diffusion and dispersion phenomena. The examples of appearance of these
proc esses include, in particular, plu g-flow and packed-b ed reactors used to pro
duce specialty chemicals , the Czochralski crys talliza t ion of high-purity crystals,
the chemical vapor deposition of thin films for microelectronic manufacturing,
or the solidificat ion of liquid solution coatings for photographic films.

The tradi tional approach for controlling transport-reaction processes is based
on a simplyfying ass umpt ion that the manipulated (i.e., cont rol) and controlled
variables are sp atially uniform. This ass umpt ion allows for use of spat ial dis
cret iza t ion of the origin al PDE sys te m. Resulting from this discretization an
ordinary differential equa t ion (ODE) system is a base for the design of a con
troller. This ap proach has certain disadvantages . The observability and con
trollability properties of the system may depend not only on the location of
sensors and actuato rs but also on the discreti zation method, the location and
the number of discretization points. Neglecting t he infinite-dimensional nature
of the original system may lead to erroneous conclusion s concern ing the stability
properties of the op en-loop and the closed-loop systems as well as to the wors
ening of the controller perfomance and to unacceptab le control quality. Taking
into account the above conside rat ions the author develops the general nonlin
ear and robust con trol methods for hyp erbolic and par abolic PDE systems that
directly account for their spatially distributed nature. The author considers
spat ially one-dimensi onal quasi-linear first ord er hyp erbolic and parabolic PDE
systems. These systems ar e ass umed to posses unique and sufficiently regular
solut ions. Moreover the manipulated inputs, the controlled and the measured
outputs are assumed to be bounded. By employing geometric as well as Lya
punov cont rol methods the nonlinear and robust controllers for hyperbolic and
parabolic PDE sys te ms in fixed spatial domain as well as for parabolic PDE sys
tems in time dep endent spatial domain ar e syn thesized . These cont rollers are
using a finite number of measurment sensors and control ac t uators to achive sta
bilization of the closed-loop sys tem, output tracking, at tenuation of t he effect
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of the model uncertainty. The proposed controllers are applied to num erous
convect ion-reaction and diffusion-reaction processes. The comparison of the
proposed nonlinear and robust control methods with other traditional control
methods as well as the discussions of practic al implementation issues are pro
vided .

The contents of the book is as follows: Chapter 2 deals with feedback control
problems for spatially one-dimension al syst ems describ ed by quasi-linear first
ord er hyp erbolic PDEs. These systems describ e transport-reaction pro cesses
in which the diffusive and dispersive phenom ena are neglible compared to the
connect ive phenom ena. Chemical pro cesses mod elled by such systems include,
among ot hers, plug-flow reactors, fixed-b ed reactors and heat exchangers. The
considered qu asi-linear hyperbolic P DE syste ms are assumed to posses a solu
tion. The synthesis of the output feedb ack controller is based on the concept of
th e cha racte rist ic index. This index is defined as the lowest ord er time deriva
tive of the output variable explicit ely dependent on th e manipulat ed vari able.
The notion of the characte rist ic index is used for synt hesis of a state feedback
controller that induces output tracking in the closed-lo op syste m. T he equat ion
defining the characteristic index implies the form of the equa tion describ ing the
input-output response for the closed-loop system dep ending on adjustable, pa
ram eters , which can be chosen to guara ntee input-output stability and enforce
the desired perform an ce specifications in t he closed-loop system. A notion of
zero-output const raint dynamics for first orde r hyp erbolic P DEs is introduced
and used to formul ate conditions tha t guara ntee t he st ability of the closed-loop
syst ems . Next , t he output feedback contro llers are synt hesized through com
bin ation of the appriopiate distributed st ate observers and th e develop ed state
feedback cont rollers. Cont roller implement ation issues are discussed . Appli
cat ion of th e control method developed is illustrat ed th rough a nonisothermal
plug-flow react or example modelled by a syst em of three qu asi-linear hyp er
bolic PDEs. Numerical resul ts are provid ed. For th e sake of compa rison of the
traditional app roach and the proposed app roach to cont rol of th e reactor, the
author solved this cont rol problem by designing an input-output lineari zing con
troller on t he basi s of the discreti zed original P DE system . The finit e-differences
method was used for discretization. The output profiles obtained by using this
traditional approach revaal oscillations, offset , and longer transient response.
Since the cont roller developed by the t radit ional technique does not take into
account the spat ially varying nature of the chemical process it leads to poor
performance.

Chapte r 3 deals with cont rol of spatially one-dimensional quasi-linear first 
ord er hyp erbolic P DEs with t ime varying uncertain variables and unmodelled
dynamics. The manipulat ed vari ables and the cont rolled variables are assumed
to be distributed in space. First , necessary and sufficient condit ions for the
complete elimination of th e effect of uncertainty on the output in the closed
loop syst em , as well as the explicit controller synthesis formulas are derived .
Then , a distributed robu st cont roller is derived tha t guarant ees the bounded-
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ness of the state and achieves asymptotic output tracking with arbitrary degree
of asymptotic attenuation of the effect of uncertain variables on the output of the
closed-loop system. The controller is designed constructively using Lyapunov's
direct method and requires the existence of the known bounding functions that
capture the magnitude of the uncertain terms and the satisfaction of the match
ing condition. Next, the problem of the robustness of the synthesized controller
with respect to the stable unmodelled dynamics is considered. This problem is
studied within the context of control of two-time-scale hyperbolic PDE systems
modelled in a singulary perturbed form. A robustness result of the bounded
stability property of a reduced-order slow model PDE with respect to stable
and fast singular perturbations is proved. This result is then used to establish
that the controllers synthesized on the basis of the reduced slow-order model
and achieving uncertainty decoupling or uncertainty attenuation continue to
enforce these control objectives in the full-order closed-loop system, provided
that the unmodelled dynamics are stable and sufficiently fast. The developed
control method is tested on a nonisothermal fixed-bed reactor. In this reactor
the reactant wave propagates through the bed with significantly larger speed
than the heat wave and the heat of reaction is unknown and time varying.

Chapter 4 deals with the methodology for the synthesis of nonlinear output
feedback controllers for spatially one-dimensional quasi-linear parabolic PDE
systems. The eigenspectrum of spatial operator of these systems can be par
titioned into a finite-dimensional slow component and an infinite-dimensional
stable fast component. This motivates the solution of the controller synthesis
problem for parabolic PDE on the basis of finite-dimensional systems accu
rately discribing their dynamic behavior. The considered parabolic PDE sys
tems describe transport-reaction processes with significant diffusive and disper
sion mechanisms. Singular perturbation methods are used to show that the
discrepancy between the solutions of original PDE system and the solutions of
approximating it ODE system of dimension equal to the number of slow modes
is proportional to the degree of separation of the slow and the fast modes of
the spatial operator. The approximating ODE system is obtained through the
Galerkin method. Next, the method for construction of the Approximating In
ertial Manifolds (AIM) for PDE systems is proposed. Inertial Manifold (IM) is
defined as a graph of a Lipschitz function, mapping slow components, manipu
lated inputs and the perturbation parameter into fast components of the original
PDE system. IM attracts every trajectory exponentially. Since the derivation
of an explicit analytic form of the IM is a very difficult task, AIM is defined as
an expansion, up to desired order, of the IM and the manipulated inputs in a
power series with respect to the perturbation parameter. The AIMs are used to
construct the ODE systems of dimensions equal to the number of slow modes,
approximating the original PDE systems. It is proved that for almost all times
the solutions of the original PDE are approximated by the solutions of the ap
proximating ODEs with a desired accuracy. These ODE systems are used as a
basis for the synthesis of nonlinear output feedback controllers. It is proved that
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these cont rollers assure the st abil ity of the closed-loop system. Moreover , the
output of t he closed-loop system follows up to a desired accuracy a presp ecified
response for almost all t imes. The pro posed methodology is employed to control
the te mperature profiles of a catalytic rod as well as of a nonisotherm al tabular
reactor with recycle around unst abl e st eady st ates.

Chapte r 5 is devot ed to synt hesis of nonlin ear robust state and output feed
back cont rollers for one-dimensional in space quasi-linear par aboli c P DEs with
time varying uncertain vari abl es. The cont rollers constructed assure th e bound
edness of t he state and output tracking with arbitrary degree of asy mptotic
attenuation of the effect of the uncertain vari ables on the out put of the closed
loop system. First , using Galerk in method a system of ODEs of dim ension equal
to the number of slow mod es approximating the original par aboli c PDE system
with uncertainty is int roduced. T his ODE system, as well as t he Lyapunov
method, are employed to synt hesize the robust state feedback controller. It is
shown that t he degree of asymptot ic attenuat ion of the effect of uncert ain vari
ables on t he output enforced by these controllers is proportional to the degree of
sepa rat ion of the fast and slow modes of the spatial differential operato r. If th e
degree of uncertainity at tenuat ion is not sufficient , a sequent ial procedure based
on AIM is proposed to synthesize the robust controllers t ha t achieve t he arbi
trary degree of asymptotic uncertain ity attenuation in t he closed-loop parab olic
sys tem. T hen, und er t he assumption that th e number of measure ments is equal
to the numb er of slow modes a procedure for obtaining est imates for th e st a tes of
t he auxiliary ODE syste m from t he meas urements is proposed . T he use of these
state estima tes in t he robust state feedback contro ller leads to a robust output
feedb ack cont roller. T he constructed feedback controller has the desired stabil
ity prop erties in t he closed-loop system, ass uming tha t th e separation between
the slow and t he fast eigenvalues is sufficient ly large. T he met hod developed
is employed to design the robu st output feedb ack controller for a catalyt ic rod
with uncertain ty. The calc ulated profiles of temperature are provided .

Cha pter 6 is devoted to synt hesis of nonlin ear robu st t ime-depe ndent con
trollers for quasi-linear parabolic PDE systems with one-dimensional time-de
pendent spatial domains. T he dynam ics of th ese P DE systems can be par ti
t ioned into the slow and fast par ts. T he diffussion-reaction process es of crystal
growt h, met al cas ting , gas-solid reaction, and coatings are modelled by th ese
moving boundary problems. In t hese processes nonlinear behaviour arises typ
ically from complex reaction mechanisms and their Arrehn ius depende nce on
th e temperature, while the mot ion of the boundari es is a result of phase change,
chemica l reaction or heat and mass transfer. In thi s chapter t he considered
class of par ab olic PDEs is formulated as an evolution equation in an appriopi
ate Hilbert space. Using Ga lerkin meth od , combined with the notion of AIM,
thi s evolut ion equation is approximated by the ODE system having solutions
close, up to the desired accuracy, to t he solutions of PDE system for almost all
tim es. Then, via geometric control method, a nonlinear output feedback con
tro ller for the ODE systems is constructed. Next, using Lyapunov techniques ,
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a nonlin ear robust time varying controller for quasi-linear parabolic PDE with
time dep endent spatial domain and uncertain vari ables is synthesized. The pro
posed controller assures stability, output tracking and uncertainty at te nuation
in the closed-loop syst em. The robust controllers are tested on a catalytic rod
with time dependent spat ial dom ain and uncertainty.

Chapter 7 contains the details of th e implementation and the results of
applicat ions of th e nonlin ear control methods for parabolic PDE systems with
fixed and movin g spat ial dom ains , developed in Chapte rs 4- 6, to the rapid
thermal chemical vapor deposition process as well as to the Czochralski cryst al
growth process. In both cases the propo sed nonlin ear cont rollers lead to the
bet ter output of the closed-loop PDE syste ms (i.e. , uniform film depsition on
the wafer , almost linear ax ial temperature profile in the crys tal) than the linear
controllers designed on the basic of the finit e-dimensional approximation of th e
origina l PDE syste m.

App endi ces A-E contain th e proofs of Theorems and Lemmas from Chap
ters 2-6, respecti vely. Appendix F recalls t he Karhunen-Loewe expa nsion
method (or principal component an alysis method ) used to compute an opti
mal basis for a mod al decomposition of a PDE system from an appropiately
const ruc ted set of dat a for thi s syste m obtained by det ailed simulat ions. The
list of references consists of 151 items and contains main positions dealin g with
cont rol theory.

The book is well wri tten and clearly presents both the funda mentals of th e
feedback cont rol theory of PDE syste ms and the developm ent of new techniques
of design of t he nonlinear and robust controllers for PDE sys tems . Using th e re
sults from t he dynami cs of P DE systems and from th e nonlinear cont rol theory
the stability prop erties of th e closed-loop syste ms with the designed cont rollers
are proved . The proposed new meth ods of design of nonlinear cont rollers ar e
applied to cont rol of num erous transport-reaction chemical pro cesses of indus
tri al int erest . The implemen tat ion issues of the proposed design methods and
the obtained numerical results are explicitly discussed. The designed nonlinear
cont rollers for PDE systems show much bet ter performa nce than the lineari zed
cont rollers designed traditionally. The book may be the source of inspiring ideas
both for applied mathematicians and for process control engineers int erested in
theoretical and pract ical aspects of nonlin ear cont rol of P DE sys tems.

Andrzej Mysliriski
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